JAKKALS JAG
BASICS and SECRETS
Many ask what the secrets are, but
remember you can’t learn the secrets
without first knowing the BASICS! It is
like going to school - you first go to a
lower standard before going to high
school it is the same principal.
It is vitally important to know the basics, and how to hunt a
predator,
predator, the ground rules, what I suggest is to go with a person
who knows what he is doing, and steal with your eyes, then
practise on your own and then get into the calling thing, once you
think
think you are doing it all right ask him to go with and observe you
from start to finish and offer honest comments.
comments.
Then you can after that look at knowing secrets of the trade so to
speak, remember having all the equipment does not mean success
unless you know
know the basics and what to do, many people have the
toys but lack the knowledge and do more damage that good with
the equipment.
If I go away on a course, I will often let the guys hunt their way the
totally
ly ignorant then I
first night and I will just look, unless they are total
will do it my way first off, this is why I say on courses you need to
be taught stuff you need to know, and you need to know why you
need to know it! It is of no use learning a method but not knowing
why you use it!
This article is one of the finest articles you will find on the internet,
much of my work is unmatched locally and this is a typical
example, if you want a secret or two look at this article, you wont
get a finer article anywhere and if you do tell me!

This is a deadly article,
article, go by this (AFTER you know the basics) and
you will do very well! (Just wait for it to download)

http://www.africanpredator.com/secret.pdf
Take note of everything I say here, follow this like
like the law and you
will be successful – this is HOT!
Here is a few other interesting links to layouts you need to know to
be successful.
http://www.africanpredator.com/jakkals_jag_plan.pdf
http://www.africanpredator.com/jakkals_jag_plan.pdf
http://www.africanpredator.com/jackal_approach_angles.pdf
http://www.africanpredator.com/jackal_hunting_confusion_plan.p
http://www.africanpredator.com/jackal_hunting_confusion_plan.p
df
HERE ARE A FEW WORDS CRITICAL TO SUCCESS;

• PATIENCE
• SET UP/
UP/ LAY OUT
• MOON CONDITION
• WEATHER
• DEAD GROUND
• CONFUSION
• CAMOUFLAGE / BAKKIE COVER
• STORY LINE
• OVERCALLING
• TWO CALLERS
• YEAR CYCLE
• VISION
In general you must know your
your predator, a jackal is a pack animal,
he responds to other jackal sounds,
ounds, so depending on the time of
the year gooi vocal jackal sounds mixed with other sounds of
interest. Don’t use to much challenge in breeding time or you scare
away last years dogs, but
but know the breeding cycle,
cycle, this is an
example – BUT you need to know the cycle and what music to play.

There is NO rule book when calling predators in general, you
cannot tell what will happen but the basics are important, often a
hunter will say if a jackal does this you do that, if you shoot one
you do this etc etc, this is all hear say, simply a luck one
one hunter had
one night, it WILL NOT work every time,
time, if it did we would have
killed every jackal in the Karoo by now, it is never so simple, BUT
some things do work more often than none, and these tips in that
article I mention here do work – they work well for me.
I offer top class courses in the FREE STATE every year – if you are
keen to attend let me know, but generally getting to know the
basics
basics is the first part to success, then picking up secrets and taking
it from that day on........... And remember just because you have
the finest equipment wont help you achieve results if you don’t
know how to hunt and know the basics. COURSE MATERIAL
http://www.africanpredator.com/websitecourse.pdf
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